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General expression of poly(methyl
methacrylate) optical fiber Bragg grating
sensing response
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Abstract— Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) optical fiber
inherently responds to the changes of temperature and relative
humidity. PMMA optical fiber Bragg grating (POFBG) has been
reported with diverse temperature and relative humidity
sensitivities. These results cannot present the full performance of
POFBG sensor as they are measured at limited environmental
conditions. In this work we systematically investigated the POFBG
temperature and relative humidity sensing responses. We found
that POFBG temperature/relative humidity sensitivity is the
function of both temperature and relative humidity. In the
experiments POFBG sensing responses vary linearly with
temperature/relative
humidity
at
fixed
relative
humidity/temperature. Based on this linearity a general
expression of POFBG sensing response to temperature and
relative humidity has been obtained and verified for the first time,
to describe the POFBG performance in desired operation range.
The anisotropy in POF induced by drawing history could induce
uncertainty in POFBG response but pre-straining POFBG
overcomes this problem.
Index Terms— Fiber Bragg gratings, polymer optical fiber,
temperature measurement, relative humidity measurement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE physical and chemical properties of polymeric
materials are rather different to silica, potentially making it
attractive for researchers to exploit in device and sensing
applications. Polymer optical fiber gratings provide additional
advantages for sensing applications including a much higher
failure strain and a Young’s modulus, biologically compatible
with human tissues, negative refractive index (RI) change
against temperature rise (the opposite of that for silica), affinity
for water that leads to a swelling of the fiber and an increase of
refractive index, etc. Bragg gratings have been inscribed into
PMMA optical fiber (POF) in both step-index and
microstructured geometries [1]. One of the interesting features
of PMMA optical fiber gratings (POFBGs) is the negative
refractive index change over temperature increase. It offers a
well-conditioned performance for overcoming the crosssensitivity issues existing in silica fiber gratings [2]. Another
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feature of water affinity of PMMA has led to the sensing
applications on relative humidity [3], saline concentration [4],
water in aviation fuel [5], moisture in transformer oil [6].
POFBG can inherently be used as environmental sensor as it
always responds to the changes of environmental temperature
and relative humidity. There have been many reports on
POFBG sensor’s sensitivities of temperature and relative
humidity. Despite considering different types of polymer
optical fibers used, both temperature and relative humidity
sensitivity of polymer optical fiber gratings reported are
inconsistent and puzzling. From results reported in the
literatures, the POFBGs made of different PMMA-based
optical fibers exhibit different temperature sensitivities: for
instance, -55 pm/°C (50%RH) in [2], -149 pm/°C (ambient
condition) in [7], -138 pm/°C (ambient condition) in [8], up to
-360 pm/°C (ambient condition) in [9]. In the 1550nm region
PMMA fiber gratings show the relative humidity sensitivity
from 35 pm/%RH (at 25 °C) [2] to nearly 80 pm/%RH (at 22.2
°C) [3, 8]. These reported figures are quite diverse. Most of
them were measured by looking into POFBG wavelength
response over, e.g., varying temperature at ambient condition
without setting or controlling relative humidity (or varying
humidity without controlling temperature). However, ambient
condition varies during experiment so that the obtained POFBG
temperature sensitivity is the result over an unknow range of
relative humidity perturbation. In some case POFBG
temperature sensitivity is investigated while POFBG is
mounted on Peltier device to change its temperature. In this
occasion when temperature rises the relative humidity close to
the Peltier surface and POFBG is much higher than ambient
relative humidity because higher temperature atmosphere holds
more moisture. This produces a misleading temperature
sensitivity.
On other hand, one can predict silica fiber grating sensor
response in whole operation range since silica fiber gratings
exhibit almost constant temperature/strain sensitivity.
However, the different POFBG temperature/relative humidity
sensitivities reported suggest that POFBG temperature/relative
humidity sensitivity is not constant at different conditions. A
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temperature sensitivity of -55 pm/°C and a relative humidity
sensitivity of 35 pm/%RH are measured at specific
environmental conditions. By knowing these values, one cannot
predict the POFBG sensor response at other conditions. This
makes it difficult to evaluate POFBG sensor performance and
its applicability for desired applications. A general expression
of POFBG temperature and relative humidity sensing response
would describe POFBG performance in whole operation range
and needs to be established in the first place for real application
where environmental condition is always changing. However,
such an investigation has not been reported.
II. PRINCIPLE OF POFBG TEMPERATURE SENSING
The Bragg wavelength of a fiber grating depends on the
effective core index, neff, and the grating pitch, Λ, both of which
are environment dependent in the case of a POFBG. For a
POFBG the Bragg wavelength can then be expressed
(1)
𝜆 = 2𝑛 (𝑇, 𝐻)Λ(𝑇, 𝐻)
where T is the temperature, H the relative humidity. At a
constant relative humidity, the Bragg wavelength change as a
result of varying temperature, can be expressed as
(2)
Δ𝜆 = 𝜆 (𝛼 + 𝜉)Δ𝑇
while for constant temperature, the Bragg wavelength change
of a POFBG against relative humidity can be expressed as
(3)
Δ𝜆 = 𝜆 (𝜂 + 𝛽)Δ𝐻
where 0 is the initial Bragg wavelength, , the thermal
expansion coefficient (TEC),  the thermo-optic coefficient
(TOC),  the normalized refractive index change with relative
humidity, and β the swelling coefficient related to relative
humidity induced volumetric change.
Silica fiber gratings exhibit constant temperature and strain
sensitivity since the photo elastic properties of silica optical
fibers have no significant change within the range of applied
temperature and strain [10]. In the case for POFBG, as
described by (2) and (3) POFBG wavelength response depends
on the coefficients of and. All these four coefficients
are not constant but the function of temperature and relative
humidity. This can be estimated based on PMMA performance
[11].
The optical and mechanical properties of PMMA have been
extensively studied [12-15]. Watanabe et al [12] gave a
comprehensive measurement of PMMA refractive index at
different temperature and relative humidity, which shows that
the PMMA refractive change with humidity and the swelling
coefficient are temperature dependent. It also indicates that the
TOC varies almost linearly with the temperature at different
relative humidity. The TEC of PMMA also has been studied at
several different conditions. Waxler et al [13] measured the
thermal expansion of PMMA at dry condition. The followed
studies [14, 15] indicated that the PMMA TEC varies linearly
with relative humidity at constant temperature. All these
suggest that the sensitivities of a POFBG are not constant but
temperature and relative humidity dependent. Nevertheless, a
systematical study of these four coefficients of PMMA over
temperature and humidity change has not been reported.
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III. POFBG RESPONSES AND EXPRESSION
The temperature and relative humidity responses of POFBGs
made of different PMMA based fibers are investigated. Since
the Bragg wavelength of a POFBG is a function of both
temperature and relative humidity, the POFBGs were placed
inside an environmental chamber (Sanyo Gallenkamp) so as to
operate at the desired temperature and relative humidity.
POFBG was fabricated by attaching a several centimeters
length of POF that was pre-annealed in an oven at 80°C for 7
hours, to a single-mode silica fiber down-lead using UV curable
glue. The PMMA based POF contained a 5-mm long FBG,
fabricated by illuminating from above a phase mask placed on
top of the POF using 325nm UV light from a HeCd laser. A
broadband light source with a total output optical power of 10
mW was used, launching light via a fiber circulator, into the
POFBG under investigation. The reflection of the POF grating
was monitored by using an IBSEN I-MON 400 wavelength
interrogation system.

Fig. 1 Experimental arrangement for investigating POFBG responses

POFBG was placed in the chamber under varying
temperature/relative humidity while relative humidity/
temperature was fixed at different levels, to investigate the
temperature/relative humidity response of the POFBG sensor.
The environmental chamber offers the limited range for relative
humidity at the room temperature and below. Therefore, in the
experiments the environmental chamber the temperature was
set from ~15°C to 40°C and the relative humidity was step
changed from 40% to 90%.
The recoded responses of a POFBG sensor are shown in Fig.
2 while the temperature of the environmental chamber was stepchanged from 14°C to 42°C at the relative humidity of 40%,
55%, 70%, 85%, respectively. Note that in the recoded response
for 40%RH the temperature started at 22°C, due to the difficulty
of environmental chamber in reaching lower temperature at
such RH level.
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(7)

= −0.0298𝑇 + 5.733
and temperature sensitivity,

(8)

= −0.0298𝐻 − 0.0253

Fig. 2 Captured wavelength responses of a POFBG sensor

The POFBG wavelengths at equilibrium are plotted against
the corresponding temperature and relative humidity, as shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 POFBG wavelengths varying with temperature at different relative
humidity level

It can be seen that at each relative humidity setting the
POFBG temperature response shows a good linearity. The
POFBG wavelength can be expressed as a linear function of
temperature at each relative humidity level,
𝜆 =

( )

(4)

𝑇 + 𝜆 (𝐻)

where d(H)/dT is the temperature sensitivity at the relative
humidity of H, 0(H) the sensor wavelength at 0°C and the
relative humidity of H. The equations of the trend lines in Fig.
3 have an R-squared value better than 0.998. The sensor
performance approximated by the trend lines is summarized in
Table I.
TABLE I
H (%RH)

SUMMARIZED PERFORMANCE OF A POFBG SENSOR
40
55
70

(pm/°C)

0 (nm)

Based on (7) and (8) one can get the POFBG relative humidity
and temperature sensitivity at any given condition. For an
environment of 25°C and 50%RH, the POFBG has a relative
humidity sensitivity of 50 pm/%RH, and a temperature
sensitivity of -40 pm/°C. These obtained figures, however, are
considerably deviated from the estimated sensitivities based on
bulk PMMA performance [16, 17].
In the polymer fiber drawing process, the polymer matrix
undergoes a chain stretching along the fiber axis. This will
orient the polymer molecules along the drawing (axial)
direction. This gives rise to optical anisotropy of the fiber in the
form of transverse birefringence [18] and mechanical
anisotropy in the form of volume expansion [19]. The stress
related anisotropy may vary with environmental conditions,
leading to varying sensitivity of a POFBG sensor. Annealing
POF can mitigate this effect. However, to eliminate this
problem the annealing temperature needs to be raised above the
PMMA transition temperature [20], which may eventually
damage the fiber or the grating.
Pre-straining a POFBG can get rid of this uncertainty at the
cost of reduced relative humidity sensitivity [16], while an
increased sensitivity in temperature sensing can be achieved
[17].
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From Table I we can further express d/dT, and 0 as the
function of temperature, respectively,
= −0.0298𝐻 − 0.0253
𝜆 = 5.733𝐻 + 1570.75

(5)

Fig. 4 shows the response of a pre-strained POFBG against
RH at different temperature. Similarly, the POFBG wavelength
can be expressed as a linear function of relative humidity at
each temperature,
( )
𝐻 + 𝜆 (𝑇)
(9)
𝜆 =
The response shown in Fig. 4 is summarized in Table II.
TABLE II
SUMMARIZED PERFORMANCE OF A PRE-STRAINED POFBG SENSOR

T (°C)

Replacing (5) into (4) we can have,
𝜆 = −0.0298𝐻𝑇 − 0.0253𝑇 + 5.733𝐻 + 1571.117

Fig. 4 The wavelengths of a pre-strain POFBG varying with relative humidity
at different temperature

(pm/%RH)

(6)

By now we obtain, for the first time, a general expression of
the POFBG sensing response as a function of temperature and
relative humidity. Differentiating (6) with respect to H and T
leads to the POFBG relative humidity sensitivity,

0 (nm)
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Then we can have,
= −0.0217𝑇 + 2.71
𝜆 = −0.1075𝑇 + 1570.75

(10)
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Finally, we have,
𝜆 = −0.0217𝐻𝑇 − 0.1075𝑇 + 2.71𝐻 + 1536 (11)
The above equation is the general expression of the POFBG
response shown in Fig. 4. For an environment of 25°C and
50%RH, it indicates a relative humidity sensitivity of 21.7
pm/%RH, and a temperature sensitivity of -118 pm/°C. These
figures are very close to that estimated on PMMA performance
[16, 17].
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IV. DISCUSSION
It needs to be pointed out that either (6) or (11) is a general
expression of a POFBG response in a defined range of
environmental variation. It is based on the fact that the
wavelength response of a POFBG varies linearly with
temperature/relative humidity at a fixed relative
humidity/temperature. It has been reported that POFBG
response exhibits nonlinearity [21]. This nonlinearity mainly
arises from the mechanical responses of PMMA based optical
fiber such as swelling and thermal expansion, which is closely
related to the polymer fiber drawing process. The larger
nonlinearity of response can be observed in un-annealed
POFBG [22]. Although a more complicated expression could
be obtained by using similar method described in Section III,
this drawing process induced nonlinearity may vary with
environmental condition, resulting in additional uncertainty.
Pre-straining a POFBG can remove the contribution from both
swelling and thermal expansion, therefore effectively overcome
this nonlinearity. Furthermore, this general expression is
obtained by regressing the measured sensor responses at
discrete temperature/relative humidity settings. Any glitch in
measured sensor responses due to different factors makes
contribution to the general expression and distributes the error
to the whole measurement range. This effect can only be
minimized by accurately measuring and analyzing more sensor
responses.
V. CONCLUSION
We have systematically investigated the POFBG responses
over temperature and relative humidity. Temperature/relative
humidity sensitivity of POFBG is found being the function of
relative humidity/ temperature. We also demonstrated that a
general expression of POFBG wavelength response against
temperature and relative humidity can be obtained. This will
help to predict sensor performance and define the operation
range for real applications.
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